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Flame Family 2017 Release Notes 

Welcome to the 2017 release of the following products: 

 Autodesk® Flame® 

 Autodesk Flare™ 

 Autodesk Flame Assist® 

 Autodesk Lustre® 

These Release Notes include important last-minute information, a list of bugs fixed in this release, 

as well as a list of known bugs. 

For details on the new features: 

 Flame: http://www.autodesk.com/flame2017-whatsnew 

 Flame Assist: http://www.autodesk.com/flameassist2017-whatsnew 

 Lustre: http://www.autodesk.com/lustre2017-whatsnew 

For all other documentation for this release (user guides, installation guides, etc.) see 

http://www.autodesk.com/vxf. 

System Requirements 

Please see the following pages for the System Requirements for your software: 

 Flame: http://www.autodesk.com/flame-sysreqs 

 Flare: http://www.autodesk.com/flare-sysreqs 

 Flame Assist: http://www.autodesk.com/flameassist-sysreqs 

 Lustre: http://www.autodesk.com/lustre-sysreqs 

DKU and Installation 

Version 2017 requires the installation of DKU version 11.0.0 on all Linux workstations, and adds, 

amongst other things, support for the recently announced NVIDIA® Quadro® M6000 24GB model 

graphics card in HP Z840 configurations.  

To simplify the install process for Flare and Flame Assist, the DKU now replaces the 

INSTALL_FIRST script. See the Flame Family Linux installation instructions here. 

The DKU is now packaged as .tar instead of .gz and can be downloaded from the System 

Requirements page for your product (links above). 

Important Information 

 If you have previously acquired the Drastic MediaReactor plugin, you'll need an updated 

version (170) of MediaReactor, from Drastic Technology. 

 Background Reactor no longer requires its own floating license. 

 Emergency license duration has increased to 7 days (was previously 4 days). 

http://www.autodesk.com/flame2017-whatsnew
http://www.autodesk.com/flameassist2017-whatsnew
http://www.autodesk.com/lustre2017-whatsnew
http://www.autodesk.com/vxf
http://www.autodesk.com/flame-sysreqs
http://www.autodesk.com/flare-sysreqs
http://www.autodesk.com/flameassist-sysreqs
http://www.autodesk.com/lustre-sysreqs
http://help.autodesk.com/view/FLAME/2017/ENU/?guid=GUID-CE8CCDFA-51CF-4F10-9B14-658D5455427A&p=FLAME
http://www.drastic.tv/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=219:mediareactorgold2016&catid=40:mediareactorws#download
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 When using an AJA Io 4k or Io XT device, make sure to use the 4K firmware, and not the UFC 

firmware. You can check or change the firmware in the AJA Control Panel under the Firmware 

tab.  

 There is a known issue where Apple’s AirPlay can conflict with Autodesk’s Wire protocol. This 

can prevent a Mac-installed Flame Family application from connecting to remote Flame 

Family applications. If this ever happens, try disabling AirPlay on the Mac. If after disabling 

AirPlay you still cannot connect, contact Autodesk Support. 

Compatibility 

Keep in mind the following information on software compatibility and limitations before upgrading 

to the current version. Autodesk recommends archiving your media and project data before you 

upgrade. 

Upgrade Compatibility 

 Projects and Media Library 

Projects from previous versions are read-only. 

You can Convert and keep a copy your project from the startup menu. Once converted, the 

project becomes identical to a project created in the current version, with access to the 

libraries and clips they contain. Once a project is converted, you can no longer open it in 

the application that originally created it; use Convert and keep a copy to keep a copy that 

remains accessible to the original application. You can also delete a project and its media 

as you would a native project, without having to first convert it. 

 Archives 

Read-only.  

o Archives created in the current version cannot be restored in earlier versions of 

Creative Finishing applications. 

o Archives created in previous versions of Creative Finishing applications are read-

only when restored to the current version. That is, you can restore an older archive 

in the current version, but you cannot append material to it; you must create a new 

archive. 

 Users 

Incompatible. Create a user in the latest version. See the application's Help for 

instructions. 

 Setups 

Compatible (including most Sparks setups). 

Compatibility with Smoke Desktop Subscription 

Flame 2017 (including Premium), Flare, and Flame Assist can now read contents created in Smoke 

Desktop Subscription (DTS), with the following limitations: 

 Projects from Smoke DTS can be opened (and converted) by the Flame Family 2017 products. 

 Projects can be seen through MediaHub, using Browse for Projects. 

 Archives created in Smoke DTS can be read in Flame Family 2017 products. 

Important: Contents created in Flame Family 2017 products cannot be read by 

Smoke DTS. 

https://knowledge.autodesk.com/support/flame-products/troubleshooting/caas/sfdcarticles/sfdcarticles/Contacting-Autodesk-Flame-or-Smoke-Customer-Support.html
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Fixed Bugs 

 Key Summary 
Number of 

CER Users 

Affected 

Action Analyzer 

 SMOK-35099 Action: Assertion when doing a 2nd analysis in planar tracking mode 2 

Action General 

 SMOK-32558 Perspective Grid: scale values are global to Action scene; not persistent   

 SMOK-32606 
Batch/ Action: Unable to extract layer node for an existing layer in the 

media list 
  

 SMOK-33167 Action: Major interactivity issue when loading a custom Lighbox shader   

 SMOK-33273 
Loading Pre 2016 Action that contained source matte is split into 2 media 

inputs, second one (with MK) being empty 
  

 SMOK-33814 Reset All button (as option) is gone from Tools > Action > Setup.   

 SMOK-34361 Batch: Can't load setup (Action error Challenge End Frame)   

 SMOK-34890 Action: It isn't possible to have 64x of HWAA in interactive view anymore   

 SMOK-37604 Action CW with Selective enabled may corrupt the setup   

Action Geometries 

 SMOK-37369 Action: Possible issues with Normals or the Subdivision of the 3d model.   

Action Keyers 

 SMOK-33200 
Action/ GMask Tracer: After output customization, new GMask is hidden by 

default. 
  

 SMOK-34183 Gmask Tracer: Cannot display schematic using shortcut in MK   

Archive 

 SMOK-33800 Restore file archive to Reversed Reel = crash 5 

 SMOK-35328 Archive Search is not working anymore   

 SMOK-35525 Random crash when closing an archive. 7 

 SMOK-37194 Archive: cannot restore clips with mixed 12 and 12-u bit segments.   

 SMOK-37890 Python hooks' "async" option defaults to False and is now deprecated.   

AVIO 

 SMOK-33368 Audio waveforms not updating   

 SMOK-35008 AJA: HDMI audio output channel limitation   

 SMOK-35745 Cannot Assign Audio tracks 13-14 to output 1-2   
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 SMOK-36588 BMD: Crash at startup when the board cannot be properly initialized 28 

 SMOK-36817 Mac OS X: AirPlay audio device doesn't work.   

Backburner 

 SMOK-29781 Unable to export a clip with '&' symbol in the tape name field   

 SMOK-35904 CER: missing timeouts in Backburner 69 

 SMOK-37093 
The application can't see Backburner servers if they use fully local qualified 

domain name 
  

 SMOK-37601 App hangs in a project with Backburner error: Job Not Found   

Backward Compatibility 

 SMOK-36244 The application crashes when loading pre 2008 version setups 1 

Batch General 

 SMOK-29784 Copy/Paste hotkeys (Ctrl+C/Ctrl+V) don't work in the Keyer Schematic.   

 SMOK-30812 Write file node's Rendering from field is showed only 2 digits   

 SMOK-32639 INTERNAL: Batch debug tools: crash when enable Benchmarks 1 

 SMOK-32792 
Timewarp Batch cache is lost when deleting a keyframe in downstream 

nodes. 
  

 SMOK-33581 
Crash when rendering a write file node after an undo when there is batch 

cache 
26 

 SMOK-33644 
Leaving the Iteration/Render/Write File name field empty doesn't bring 

back the Default name specified in the Preferences 
  

 SMOK-33953 
Batch schematic have to display 3 digits for the aspect ratio like at every 

other places in Batch. 
  

 SMOK-34081 Rendering a new version on footage 10-bit crash app 10 

 SMOK-34161 Bypassing resize node does not switch to front input.   

 SMOK-34461 Batch : No feedback in schematic when bypassing an expanded node   

 SMOK-34954 
Crash exporting using Write File node when bit depth doesn't fit format 

constraints 
5 

 SMOK-35107 
T+click source clip in Batch: render bit depth setting jumps back to float 

from selected bit depth. 
  

 SMOK-35326 
Creating an iteration of an empty batch after creating a new Batch = 

copying /. 
  

 SMOK-35358 
Zoom of UI viewer is lost when the library is hidden being in Batch 

schematic 
  

 SMOK-35464  Slow GUI interaction in batch if animation channel is enabled.   

 SMOK-35717 "Write File" node not updated when <Iteration> is modified   

 SMOK-35950 Application crashes when exiting batch history in a matte container. 4 

 SMOK-36151 
Batch Paint scaling of brush strokes does not work with an Action overscan 

output 
  

 SMOK-36287 Using a dot in a Batch Iteration name results in a corrupted project   
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 SMOK-36659 
CW set to 16fp when using 8bit media in certain scenarios (results in 

corruption and crash) 
7 

 SMOK-36797 Batch render time goes exponentially up over time: 1 scenario   

 SMOK-36856 
Cannot see enough digits in the Render and Write File From / To Range 

fields 
  

 SMOK-36867 Background render in Batch does not keep Tape Name   

 SMOK-37286 Batch: Export: Hard assert when exporting with negative frame range 8 

 SMOK-37305 Crash saving Batch setup with unsupported node (wildcard) 1 

 SMOK-37503 Batch setup to search its source clips based on their name too.   

 SMOK-37527 
Crash when removing a node from an MBlend/CBlend after duplicating it 

(potential crash on exit) 
5 

 SMOK-37896 Cannot deselect all nodes in a schematic using the tablet   

 SMOK-37999 12bit values not making it through to the next node and out to disk.   

 SMOK-38176 Batch sources become unlinked when caching media in Library   

 SMOK-38230 
Batch : Smart-Link can lead to crash if selected node is not picked in the 

center 
20 

BFX Workflow 

 SMOK-34698 
Denoise Interactive view goes under the media list panel on dual monitor 

setup. 
  

 SMOK-35334 
BFX Gmask: tracking incorrect if clip resolution is different than project 

resolution. 
  

 SMOK-35677 Crash when deleting BFX with Alt+click after project start 4 

 SMOK-35885 
BFX: frame update issue when media panel thumbnail is displayed and 

trying to adjust crop handles in Action 
  

 SMOK-36422 Moving a clip that contains a BFX while in BFX = crash 8 

 SMOK-37202 
Creating a BFX in a Gap when lower track contains Action TL effect crashes 

the application 
3 

 SMOK-37756 Crash Pasting BFX and other Timeline FX together 6 

Burn / Background Reactor 

 SMOK-31842 Burn is not starting properly on dual-display configuration   

 SMOK-33218 
Background Reactor: User cannot start BGR when using SP's because of 

version issues. 
  

 SMOK-35381 Timeline render: different render time on same media.   

 SMOK-36201 Burn 2016X1 still install a CPU only burn adapter for backburner   

 SMOK-37193 Bypass on comp not working when sent to burn or background reactor.   

 SMOK-37319 burn proxy: if kill the burn job, reading the clip will crash the application 1 

Colour Management 

 SMOK-29546 
DCDM content not seen as reference when using Color Transforms (XYZ to 

ACES to HD) 
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 SMOK-35123 
Batch/Lut editor: Image refresh issue when selecting a node downstream 

that is set to Scene linear 
  

Conform 

 SMOK-34446 Crash when importing FCP XML that contains keycode data   

 SMOK-34705 Conform list UI issue when entering Conform with a segment selected   

 SMOK-35878 
(FB Bug) Investigation: AAF import: Wrong TW (with negative values) key 

values result 
  

 SMOK-36109 Crash when loading XML coming from Adobe Premiere 2 

 SMOK-36730 XML: specific FCP X xml crashes the application 3 

Connected Conform 

 SMOK-34397 Shots Sequence shows multiple segment with TW for identical content!   

 SMOK-35117 Thumbnail size of created shot sequence shown with different size   

 SMOK-35549 
Thumbnail of sequences sometimes doesn't update with connect 

conformed sequences. 
  

 SMOK-35836 
The application crashes after Adding a Matte to a segment and Sync the 

shared segments 
  

 SMOK-36205 
"Sync Shared Segments" fails when syncing from a shorter segment to a 

longer segment 
  

 SMOK-37991 Crash when doing a "Promote to BFX" from a multi-version segment. 7 

Creative Tools 

 SMOK-31896 
Gap BFX back clip does not get correct frames when dissolve is used on 

segment below 
  

 SMOK-33834 
Gradient Node creates keyframes at frame 10 000 000 - Might lose 

animation channel curves. 
  

 SMOK-33905 
Gmask/ Tracer: Vertices/ shape jump when making modification if 

workspace Tile mode is displayed 
  

 SMOK-34030 Text setup file .ttg file Height and Width information error.   

 SMOK-34554 
Timeline : Text effect result is not invalidated if modification is done using 

''Paste'' hotkey 
  

 SMOK-35348 Matte Edge: difficulty adjusting numeric fields accurately   

 SMOK-35659  Crash on undrawn Gmask node if doing "translate" animation 15 

 SMOK-35673 
Unexpected error 'Unsupported input resolution mix' on specific timeline 

clip 
4 

 SMOK-36541 Alt-Esc shortcut clears all layers in the Text module   

 SMOK-38104 
Action / GMask Tracer : Crash if a node has some channels linked to a 

deleted Action / GMask Tracer node 
15 

Data Management 

 SMOK-30603 Autosave takes too long (up to 2 minutes).   

 SMOK-34228 
Occasional crash when launching/aborting Timeline processing of long-

form clip. 
15 
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 SMOK-34862 
Crash on Project switch when an Action ONB setup has been loaded during 

session. 
15 

 SMOK-34960 Application pause a long time when using "Sort by Date" on startup menu.   

 SMOK-35335 
Misleading errors regarding loading of /mediaconverter profiles appear in 

the logs or shell. 
  

 SMOK-35723 Losing BFX or Batch setup because of YXZ 3D/FBX camera rotation.   

 SMOK-36532 Archive locks potential issues over SMB mount points.   

 SMOK-36629 Entire project unnecessary saved   

 SMOK-36854 Port conflict between SW and AirPlayXPCHelper (7000) 44 

 SMOK-37223 Shared Libraries.000.clibs are not part of AUTO_BACKUP files.   

 SMOK-37329 
Crash on project switch if not enough permission to create/chmod 

/usr/discreet/cache/slates 
1 

 SMOK-37760 
Crash on when loading the "local" workspace if this was not created at 

startup. 
4 

Desktop & Editing Tools 

 SMOK-34358 Match functionality is different from old UI.   

 SMOK-34398 UI issues when creating a new Batch Setup   

 SMOK-35508 Dragging MoveSequence Tab crashes the application. 71 

 SMOK-35559 Rename Workspace is not a valid option   

 SMOK-35571 
Tokens are still added at cursor location even when the field is not in an 

editable state 
  

 SMOK-35660 Crash using replace Media on a transition. 4 

 SMOK-35732 Sequences get Re-Arranged after exiting and restarting application   

 SMOK-35883 Media Panel jumps to top when opening a Library   

 SMOK-36269 
Changing Tape Name on a rendered clip with desktop tools affects the 

original clip as well. 
  

 SMOK-36468 Crash changing matte if opening container during clip select 1 

 SMOK-36930 CRASH when exiting BFX via the Media Panel X button. 1 

 SMOK-37239 Creating Reels via Desktop Reel button scrolls the Media Panel.   

 SMOK-37743 Lasso selection in freeform view selects clips in subfolder.   

Documentation 

 SMOK-35106 Changing BIOS settings not correct in installation guide   

 SMOK-36428 
Documentation: To updated 4-day to 7-day emergency license in all 

documents. 
  

 SMOK-36592 
Documentation: Flame is missing from Installation guide .pdf part 2 MAC OS 

install. 
  

 SMOK-38291 Documentation: User Guide AJA Kona3G Quad does not support HDMI @4K   
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 SMOK-38297 Documentation: User Guide suggests Play from Memory is still possible   

History 

 SMOK-33954 History: Crash when undo from history editor 1 

Shortcuts & Shortcuts Editor 

 SMOK-34412 Some shortcuts are still assigned to Insert on the Mac   

 SMOK-34626 GMask: Delete shortcut conflict between batch and workspace   

 SMOK-35534 Keyboard Remap Removes Enter Editor Key   

Software Installation & Configuration 

 SMOK-22410 
Wacom pen jumps to the top left then acts strangely after being 

reconnected 
  

 SMOK-24006 
Manually uninstalling the DKU RPM deletes the entire /etc/init.d directory 

=> unbootable OS 
  

 SMOK-28125 Unnecessary shell messages lines at startup.   

 SMOK-34704 dlConfigCheck on burn does not show 2016 versions and higher.   

 SMOK-35826 
The Setup application cannot switch monitors properly on Red Hat Linux 

6.5. 
  

 SMOK-35951 
ATTO celerity 16 BIOS driver disabled and not loaded: Adapter error 0001 

CQE 
  

 SMOK-36191 Obsolete verifyBurnServer script.   

 SMOK-36192 Platforminfo not installed with Burn but called when launching.   

 SMOK-36209 mt-st is not installed by default with Red Hat 6.   

 SMOK-36400 
DKU check fails for Hardware Validation if using 

Config_Checkx86_64.training_generic. 
  

 SMOK-36411 DKU to be packaged as .tar instead of as .gz.   

 SMOK-36809 dlConfigCheck: to remove the check of /tmp "t” sticky bit if not mandatory.   

Keyers 

 SMOK-24298 GMask: Opacity behaves incorrectly when using Tracer mode.   

Matchbox / Lightbox 

 SMOK-30446 Matchbox: Assert when cutting the mimic link between two nodes in Batch. 1 

 SMOK-35428 
Matchbox: Shader with no sockets or connections should default to User 

Defined. 
  

 SMOK-35492 
Matchbox: setups & XML preset loads with incorrect values for Float 

parameters. 
  

MediaHub 

 SMOK-37209 
Tiles View: Scroll position is lost when leaving MediaHub and then going 

back. 
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Media Import/Export 

 SMOK-29904 
Publish: Single clip publish using Flatten uses Source Timecode instead of 

Record 
  

 SMOK-33179 Crash exporting sequences when updating progress dialog 1 

 SMOK-33194 
"Reset All" in Format Options will reset the In/Out on consolidated media 

and make media disappear. 
  

 SMOK-33674 Cannot export in Foreground with No Mixdown option selected. 1 

 SMOK-33935 
Bit Depth indicator when exporting media defaults to 8-bit when actually 

publishing media. 
  

 SMOK-33947 Crash related to the movie's "Default" Format Preset. 25 

 SMOK-34391 Crash when you D&D from Konqueror directly into the desktop in Reel mode 1 

 SMOK-34411 Aspect ratio incorrect when applying Resize in pre-processing   

 SMOK-34418 The application not reading audio timecode correctly from ProTools.   

 SMOK-36139 Media Hub : Files : Thumbnail / Slate is showing wrong image resolution   

 SMOK-36620 
When importing an 8-bit clip with a resolution that is not a multiple of 4 

result in a 1 pixel shift if bit depth modification is used during import. 
  

 SMOK-36633 Export QuickTime R210 = corruption   

 SMOK-36862 Export QT ProRes. The TC is visible if the TC track is enabled   

 SMOK-36896 MediaHub Formats list is not sorted in alphabetical order   

 SMOK-37032 Foreground export with audio no mix down crash 5 

 SMOK-37538 DNxHD 100 and 440 MXF (OP-Atom) files from Resolve are not recognized   

 SMOK-37540 Background tasks list stopped being updated after switching projects   

 SMOK-37639 
Foreground export clamps float values before applying an output colour 

transform 
  

 SMOK-37684 Imported Sony RAW media not seen correctly in (ISO not properly handled)   

 SMOK-38018 XAVC exported from version 2016 Ext2 is wrong with header information.   

Media Panel & Workspace 

 SMOK-26240 
After hitting delete in a library, the selection defaults to whatever was last 

selected on desktop 
  

 SMOK-33186 
Hangs (too many open files) and library corrupted when manipulating 

libraries with Sorting Containers ON. 
  

 SMOK-35052 Scroll up should not be performed when creating a new entry   

 SMOK-35792 batch action node loading new media from Batch schematic reel = crash 3 

Player 

 SMOK-33561 
Cannot play an opened record timeline by pressing the "play" button on the 

reel. 
  

 SMOK-36479 Playback drops in 23.97 fps clip with 3440x1440 high resolution monitor.   
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 SMOK-37994 Guides not drawn accurately - offset with regards to pixel values   

Project and User Management 

 SMOK-33366 New project dialog box doesn't remember the options from previous project   

 SMOK-33957 Framerate setting in project is not always honored.   

Proxy Workflow 

 SMOK-34925 2016x1 when creating projects "Generate Proxies by Default" is not working.   

Rendering 

 SMOK-34473 
Matte Edge: Shrink's softness default value is resolution dependent. Pre-

2016 setups are now altered. 
  

Sparks 

 SMOK-33819 Sparks: Lock Length is reset after entering Edit mode.   

Stone & Wire 

 SMOK-37389 Crash on exit if sw_probed is killed/stopped 3 

 SMOK-37461 Hang at start up if sw_serverd is not responding 44 

 SMOK-37501 Hang in media hub if sw_serverd is not responding 65 

 SMOK-37943 CER: assert in S+W when working with R3D material 1 

Timeline FX 

 SMOK-26016 Text Timeline FX layer shifts vertically when rendered.   

 SMOK-34893 Change TC changes sequence from Record to Source   

 SMOK-35336 Applying TW to multiple segments causes wrong result and crash 3 

 SMOK-35424 Timeline Spark crash when trying to load a 7+ inputs Spark 1 

 SMOK-36485 TW incorrectly applied to Matte Containers   

 SMOK-37514 Renders in 2015 clips out-of-sync and cannot be slipped.   

 SMOK-37800 Crash at startup if Desktop paint processed single frame 3 

User Interface 

 SMOK-33477 
Names of overwritten source clips are not entirely propagated to the 

schematic 
  

 SMOK-34011 Application hangs when a key gets stuck. 39 

 SMOK-34235 Right-click for Contextual Menu at right edge of screen   

 SMOK-34746 
Expand / Collapse arrows are misplaced in File Browser's Proxies view on a 

high-res monitor. 
  

 SMOK-36332 No GUI message for invalid bookmarks in Batch/setups browser.   

 SMOK-36877 Bump Displace's Light icon does not scale on HiDPI monitors   
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 SMOK-37111 
Can't turn off Media Panel's Full Width view if the current view is Player and 

there is no source selected. 
  

 SMOK-37272 Mac tablets hard to swipe on edges.   

Wire 

 SMOK-36343 Timeline FX on duplicated clips is wrong after Wire transfer.   

 SMOK-37029 Foreground Wire-push crashes 9 

Wiretap 

 SMOK-33588 IFFFS Wiretap Server registers as a foreground application.   

 SMOK-36018 Wiretap Central shouldn't be able to delete project.   

 SMOK-37350 wiretap set metadata ignores frame rate option.   

LUSTRE: AVIO 

 SMOK-34568 AJA broadcast delay is too long in Lustre compared to Flame (interaction).   

LUSTRE: Color Secondaries 

 SMOK-30562 
Wrong update on O or M when GPU is ON if, while in Secondary, you touch a 

shape. 
  

LUSTRE: Color Tools 

 SMOK-29793 GPU: Color views (R/G/B/Luminance) not updating when GPU enabled.   

 SMOK-36131 CDL Pre mode broken with EXR media   

LUSTRE: Preferences / Project / User and Hotkey management  

 SMOK-36285 Enable Lustre Autosave, Backup and History options by default.   

LUSTRE: Processing Tools 

 SMOK-38092 CPU plugin do not show expected result when GPU is enabled.   

LUSTRE: Render 

 SMOK-34714 Corruption on interlaced media with GPU enabled.   

LUSTRE: Timeline 

 SMOK-36085 GPU: Specific resolutions cause crash on dissolves (16i/16f).   

LUSTRE: Tools 

 SMOK-32854 
Lustre Locks Data Integrity: copying Locked state from the Selector also 

copies the parameters values 
  

 SMOK-36870 Confidence check crashes Lustre with 4K GUI   

 SMOK-36872 Red dot indicators in the anim box are missing from the 4K interface.   

LUSTRE: User Interface 

 SMOK-36554 
Lustre GPU: App becomes unusable when parked on a dissolve with a few 

secondaries. 
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Known Bugs 

 Key Summary Workaround 

Action General 

 SMOK-30947 
3d Text/Bevel: Cutting the mimic link causes 

Curves to be reset or modified incorrectly. 
  

 SMOK-34337 
3dText: Separated text position is affected by the 

profile bevel curve’s amplitude. 
  

 SMOK-35744 
Batch: When adding new outputs to Action, the 

links to existing outputs are no longer aligned. 
  

 SMOK-36770 
Adaptive Degradation: Crash when increasing 

Resolution for non-flat Surface. 
  

 SMOK-37659 
Diffuse map offset with interlaced clips and 

perspective. 
  

 SMOK-37945 
Crash adjusting overscan scale value after action 

resize. 
  

 SMOK-38135 
GMask: Cannot edit GMask spline in 

multiview/overscan workflow. 

 Make sure the GMask object view is not 

displayed at the same time as the Action 

result view. 

 SMOK-38271 
Changing output to Right in Action crashes when 

exiting Timeline FX or viewing context views. 
  

 SMOK-38290 
Keyboard shortcuts get locked when using GMask 

tracer. 

 Use GMask tracer from outside Action 

instead of inside action. 

 SMOK-38330 
Compare: Error when grabbing high resolution 

images. 
  

 SMOK-38382 
Surface: Erratic behavior when moving vertices of 

mimic linked surfaces. 

 Make sure you manipulate the vertices 

from the master image. 

 SMOK-38455 
Priority: Drawing order error after undoing the 

deletion of a Matchbox attached to a camera. 

 Clicking the Priority list will restore the 

correct drawing order. 

 SMOK-38513 
Action: Guides don't scale with overscan in 3D 

view. 
 

 SMOK-38709 
Over Scan: Error with Source Node camera FOV 

value. 

 Manually adjust the source node camera 

FOV to compensate. 

 SMOK-38809 
Modifying the Working Camera invalidates 

Timeline rendered frames & Batch Cache. 
  

 SMOK-38844 
Schematic: Connection error with kiss/connect 

surface to Matchbox. 
  

Action Keyers 

 SMOK-36029 
GMask Tracer does not update context views while 

extracting mattes with the tracer. 
  

 SMOK-37526 

Action/MK/GMask Tracer F8 view: scaling issue 

when there is a difference between Action's input 

& output resolution. 

  

Action Rendering 

 SMOK-36671 
3D Shape will invert the matte when the 

Transparency is set to "For 3D Shape Only". 
  

 SMOK-37592 
Batch: Action cache is invalidated if source nodes 

are present in Action’s scene. 
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 SMOK-37630 
Emissive output should not contain Specular data 

when using PBS shader. 
  

 SMOK-37641 
Live Preview: Need to toggle between views to 

display grids. 

 Toggle between Schematic and Result 

view to update your grid parameters. 

 SMOK-37721 
Lens flare border FX objects not enabled for new 

render layer output. 
  

 SMOK-38196 
Incorrect render using interlaced media in stereo 

objects or diffuse maps in an interlaced scene. 
  

 SMOK-38265 
Shadows 3D and SW displace causes corruption 

on M6000. 

 Use HW displace if you can, or lower your 

shadow resolution. 

 SMOK-38398 Gmask: Gradient is solid in Occluder output.   

 SMOK-38399 Gmask: Motion blur not rendered in Occluder pass.   

 SMOK-38445 Lens Flare saved preset creates black proxies   

 SMOK-38447 
Saving Lens Flare with shared Matchbox reloads 

them separately. 
  

 SMOK-38661 Projector: Blending error with shadow cast.   

 SMOK-38777 Action: Alpha threshold at 0 should be exclusive.   

 SMOK-38785 PBS shader: Control for Specularity does not work.   

Animation Editor 

 SMOK-34290 
Batch/Animation Editor: Shift+double-click with 

dual monitor setup does not work. 
  

 SMOK-38826 
Restore fails if absolute path plus file name has 

more than 259 characters in a segment. 

 Move segments to a directory path that 

reduces the number of characters of the 

path plus segment name to 259 characters 

or less. 

Archive 

 SMOK-38865 
Command line archive: Process dies on missing 

frames. 
  

AVIO 

 SMOK-34517 
AJA Io Thunderbolt cards may not release 

properly on application exit. 

 Disconnect then reconnect the 

Thunderbolt cable. 

 SMOK-35401 
Mac OS X AJA Io4k: Audio monitoring glitches on 

4k@60p playback 
  

 SMOK-36239 
Cannot select Rec. 2020 colour space for AJA 

4K/UHD HFR timings. 
  

 SMOK-36666 
Blackmagic Design UltraStudio 4K display 

corruption on broadcast in stereo dual-output. 
  

 SMOK-38252 
AJA: Corruption on VTR Input when RGB option 

has no Headroom in 5994i on a Mac. 

 Change the VTR mode in the Engineering 

tab ('Eng') of the VTR module to "YCbCr -> 

RGB + Headroom". 

 SMOK-38256 
AJA Kona 4 causes VTR output drop if clip has no 

audio. 
  

 SMOK-38264 
Signal lost/flicker when switching "monitor" 

viewports. 

 Select another viewport and click on 

monitor again. 

 Wait for AJA to re-initialize 
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Backburner 

 SMOK-38471 
Backburner 'On Job Completion' settings not 

executed 

 Delete the contents of 

/usr/discreet/backburner/Network/Jobs 

 Or run the script: 

/usr/discreet/backburner/purge_dirs 

script. 

Backward compatibility 

 SMOK-37681 

Wrong TwoDOutputRes when loading 

2Dtransform/Autostabilise node from pre-2016 

setups. 

  

Batch General 

 SMOK-38110 Bypass of MUX node doesn't bypass Timing Offset.   

 SMOK-38495 
Crash when Combining Map Convert, Matchbox 

and Action. 
  

 SMOK-38657 Crash reentering Batch when using 3D LUTs.   

 SMOK-38792 
Assert when viewing Front on CBlend/MBlend if 

parented to Action or ReadFile node. 
  

 SMOK-38949 
Specific batch setup acts erratically if the left 

viewport in a 2-Up view displays a context. 

 Use the context on right side to fix the 

GMask jump.  

 Use numeric values to go one frame 

forward. 

BFX Workflow 

 SMOK-38780 
Render not working correctly when Flush Cache 

and Re-Cache with updated BFX source clip 

After the render completes: 

1. Copy clip to a library. 

2. Delete original clip from Desktop. 

3. Put copied clip back on Desktop.  

4. Flush renders.  

5. Render clip again  

OR 

 Duplicate the clip and use it (delete the 

"original"). 

Central installation 

 SMOK-32525 
Central Install Lustre: Can't get source Gateway 

media via the Wiretap Server. 
 Install Lustre locally. 

Conform 

 SMOK-36824 
Linking on Import does not work with perfect 

match. 
 Use "Link to Sources" button. 

 SMOK-36860 TW not accurate on Freeze Frame created in MC.   

 SMOK-37204 
Modifying editable fields does not trigger a "Link 

to Media File". 
  

 SMOK-38307 2D Transform is not translated accurately.   

Connected Colour Workflow 

 SMOK-36843 

Wrong matte is applied by the Lustre Node when 

having a multichannel in a matte container using 

a Secondary channel. 
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 SMOK-37362 
Hardware Handoff: Broadcast flashes green when 

switching from Lustre to Flame. 
  

 SMOK-37422 

Possible corruption when using undo-redo in a 

Stereo batch setup (sync Off) & the right eye is 

selected. 

 Undo operations in keeping Sync on  

 Or Undo while the focus is on the left eye. 

 SMOK-37799 
Custom Resize Aspect behaves incorrectly in 

Flame. 
  

 SMOK-37986 

 With ''Auto SDI Acquire'' option disabled in Flame, 

and Lustre owning the SDI display, project switch 

to Flame causes display acquisition fights. 

 Go to Lustre, disable the Video Device 

raster, and then select it again. 

 SMOK-38139 
 Lustre's Diamond Keyer does nothing on white 

pixels once in Flame. 
  

 SMOK-38189 

Lustre: Hardware Handoff: The UI is no longer 

usable when going from Flame to Lustre with AJA 

Screen Grab enabled. 

 Disable the AJA Screen Grab (Ctrl+F7) to 

get back the UI. 

 SMOK-38607 

Flame crashes when Create/Edit/Render Batch FX 

from Lustre if the current Batch in Flame is 

focused on the Action UI. 

 Make sure the Action node is not selected 

(in focus) before saving the setup. 

Connected conform 

 SMOK-36089 
Source Version information is lost when exporting 

with Media with FX + Backburner. 
  

 SMOK-38606 
Clip Name should not be used for Sources 

Sequence creation. 

 Before generating the Sources Sequence, 

remove the clip name in Conform View 

from every sequence sharing the same 

media, and then generate the Sources 

Sequence. 

Creative Tools 

 SMOK-38375 Matte Edge's Edges' Softness is Broken   

 SMOK-38793 
Tools Player mode options unavailable after 

exiting a Desktop module. 
  

Desktop & edit desk 

 SMOK-38258 
Create Batch (batch group) button is not read 

when saving sequence publish preset. 
  

 SMOK-38523 
'Add, rename, replace' do not work in a few 

scenarios. 
  

Licensing  

 SMOK-30566 
FlexLM Borrow: No expiration window for 

remaining days of a borrowed license. 

 Know when your borrowed license 

expires. 

Matchbox / Lightbox 

 SMOK-38003 
Action/Matchbox: Error with duplicate linking .mx 

post on separate cameras 
  

 SMOK-38115 
Adaptive Degradation in Batch Action: 

Accumulated frames lost at stopped playback. 
  

 SMOK-38150 
Render with Include Handles of a Matchbox 

Timeline FX is slow for the first 10 frames 
  

 SMOK-38153 
Action/Matchbox: Icon widgets unresponsive if 

shader tab not selected. 

 Make sure the corresponding Matchbox 

tab is selected. 

 SMOK-38520 Stingray Motion blur blurs one frame too many.   
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 SMOK-38525 
Action/Matchbox: Icon widget not displayed in 

duplicate. 

 Add the new Matchbox node from the 

action bin. 

 If you want to pass over the parameters 

from an existing Matchbox, use the mimic 

link. 

 SMOK-38883 Crash loading some Matchbox.   

Media Import / Export 

 SMOK-35045 
MXF export for high Frame rate formats (50, 5994, 

60) is not accurate in duration. 
  

 SMOK-36016 
Metadata only Sequence publish is not using the 

correct Start Timecode for identical sources. 
  

 SMOK-36183 
Essence mode for browsing XDCAM EX files should 

only display MP4 clips. 
  

 SMOK-36699 
PreProcessing options are not included in Undo / 

Redo stacks. 
  

 SMOK-36999 
MediaHub reads sequence files (.aaf) in frame 

based count. 
  

 SMOK-38170 
Less than 100% timewarp without timing curves 

are not frame accurate when imported from FCPX. 
  

 SMOK-38328 
Cannot export 16-bit floating point clips to ProRes 

4444. 
 Convert source clip to 12-bit. 

 SMOK-38506 

Entering PreProcessing to Update and Re-cache a 

slate (.tga file) changes its the length, and ripples 

the sequence. 

  

 SMOK-38521 
Reformat is broken with field-based material 

(interlaced material). 
  

 SMOK-38551 
Flame cannot open a directory that has a file 

extension in its name. 
  

 SMOK-38638 

When exporting, the various <name> tokens will 

not automatically pre-pend a period (.) before the 

chosen file extension if the filename already 

contains a period. 

  

 SMOK-38683 
The “Reset All” button does not reset settings in 

"Format Options". 
  

 SMOK-38769 
Export: No keycode information when start time 

greater than zero. 
  

Media panel / Workspace 

 SMOK-38800 
Save Destination is reset if it's set on a Folder and 

the Desktop is cleared. 
  

MediaHub 

 SMOK-38842 
Previewer: Playback loses the audio after few 

seconds with specific media files. 
 Load the clip in Timeline to check it. 

Paint / Paint Tool 

 SMOK-38190 
Overlay display vanishes while painting strokes 

after visiting Reveal. 
  

Player 

 SMOK-37178 
GPU invLut1D approximation/speed-up on the 

CPU. 
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 SMOK-37912 
UHD 59p ProRes & XAVC drop on cuts during long 

playback. 
  

Project & User Management 

 SMOK-35876 
Ctrl+Alt+F6/F8 Shortcuts do not work properly on 

the Z840 platform. 
  

Rendering 

 SMOK-38384 
Timeline: First render done after modifying a 

Timeline FX invalidates itself if Autokey is ON. 

 Render twice. 

 Or move the positioner before rendering. 

Timeline FX 

 SMOK-34355 
Timeline operations in multitrack timelines are 

slow when using long media in a Proxy project. 
  

 SMOK-34837 

Action Timeline FX result is invalid when 

combining Action, Dissolves and Text in non-

project resolution timelines. 

  

 SMOK-36318 
Timeline Action/ GMask Tracer: Render passes do 

not persist with Explode or with application exit. 
  

 SMOK-37839 

Action Timeline FX becomes unrendered after 

scrubbing it if Timeline and layers Field Mode 

differ. 

 Inside the Action FX Media Tab make sure 

the layer and background Field Mode 

(Progressive/Interlace) match the 

timeline Field Mode. 

 SMOK-37917 
Timeline CC render becomes unrendered when 

navigating using hotkeys 

 Use navigation hotkeys before doing a 

render. 

 SMOK-37918 
Background Reactor render differs from 

foreground render. 
  

 SMOK-38507 

Burn: GMask Timeline FX is not rendered if it's the 

last effect in the pipeline just before Comp or 

Comp2D Matchbox. 

 Use the discreet spark ''sparkComposite'' 

to do the comp instead of the Comp FX. 

 SMOK-38731 
TW node with Motion (frame interpolation) 

creates image corruption. 
  

UI 

 SMOK-37952 
Colour Picker: float Luma resets to 1.0 for colours 

over 1.0. 
  

 SMOK-38280 
2-UP view loses 1 window when too close to the 

edge of the screen. 

 - remove the bad MV.pref file in 

/usr/discreet/user/<user 

name>/batch/pref  

 Or create a new user. 

Wire 

 SMOK-38166 
Background Wiring of Cached Media does not 

work after a Canceled Background Wire. 

 You can resubmit the job after exiting and 

restarting the application. 

LUSTRE: AVIO 

 SMOK-37025 
GPU: Float Calib transforms are incorrectly applied 

in Print view (EXR media). 
  

 SMOK-38087 
Stereo playback start stutters with an AJA Stereo 

raster enabled. 
  

 SMOK-38158 Unable to communicate with Dolby CM box. 
 Set the following env var: 

DL_ENABLE_PINGPONG_MODE=false 

 SMOK-38234 
GPU: Stereo AJA broadcast turns all black when 

applying a resize 

 Bring up the Stereo Dual View to fix the 

problem (so both eyes are displayed on 

the DVI). 
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LUSTRE: Render 

 SMOK-37739 
GPU: Viewing corruption while generating proxies 

with dissolves, in addition to losing the dissolves. 
 Restart the application. 

 SMOK-37796 
GPU: OpenEXR proxy generated by Lustre lacks 

quality/precision. 

 Generate the OpenEXR proxies with the 

CPU pipeline. 

LUSTRE: Views and Multiviews 

 SMOK-38089 
GPU: Dual/Multi view - OpenEXR Inactive play 

head has decimation (Viewing). 
  

LUSTRE: Wiretap 

 SMOK-38138 Single frame wiretap clips are corrupted.  Restart the application. 
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